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INTRODUCTION

Scope
Key findings

ACCELERATING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Pandemic pushes consumers online in their droves
Path to purchase: Importance of flexibility to boost conversion
Path to purchase: Consumers move to mobile first for booking travel
Path to purchase: Being valued is central to post-trip loyalty

ACCELERATING DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION

Digital nears ubiquitous presence and usage
Travel businesses prioritise digital strategies as default crisis response
Pace of tech adoption slumps as pandemic derails activity
Technology toolkit powered by data and AI

TECH FOR SAFE AND SEAMLESS TRAVEL

Pandemic and its multifaceted impacts
Positive first steps for digital health schemes for reopening
Challenge of interoperability is a major pain point
Touchless access must not come at a high cost – inclusion is vital
EU Digital Certificate – a lifeline for tourism
Digital health passports - IATA Travel Pass
Permissible travel = company & traveller confidence x government permission

FASTER AI ADOPTION POST-PANDEMIC

Ongoing deployment of AI to improve service and experience delivery
Use of AI transitions from health crisis to daily tasks
Advances in conversational AI to drive voice applications
Air travel ramps up self-service automation for safety
Biometrics and ID management critical for safe and secure travel
Airport.ai – AI empowering consumers and relieving pressure points
Venice’s Smart Control Room – tackling overtourism head-on with AI

NEXT GEN GAME CHANGERS

Climate SOS – pandemic acts as a wake-up call for action
Every country facing the same struggle to achieve net zero by 2050
Future investment in green innovation by travel businesses
Climate action requires more focus on innovation
Aviation sustainability initiatives underpinned by CORSIA
Volocopter looks to Paris after Dubai for urban air mobility expansion
Intrepid goes further with science-based targets in the race to zero

KEY TAKEAWAYS

6G on the far horizon will usher in era of hyperconnectivity
Call to action to speed up digital transformation for the greater good

About Euromonitor International

Euromonitor International is an independent market intelligence provider. Data, insight and analysis stem from in-the-field research
spanning 210 national markets.

Content ranges from the in-depth and country-specific, to key strategic themes with a global range and significance. Products cover
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a comprehensive range of insights and market data, but can be broadly categorised as:

Strategy Briefings: Global or regional in scope, and focussing on the most important themes shaping consumer demand, the
key markets, competitive environment and future outlook across a range of industries.
Company Profiles: Analysis dedicated to the world’s most significant companies, with detailed insight into their activities, focus
of operations, their competitors, their geographic presence and performance.
Country Reports: For an in-depth understanding of specific countries, whether by industry, economic metrics or consumer
trends and lifestyles. These reports cover current trends, consumer demand, market potential and future prospects, with
country-specific local insight and comprehensive data, unavailable elsewhere.

For more information on this report, further enquiries can be directed via this link www.euromonitor.com/next-gen-technology-for-travel-recovery/report.


